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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 caused rapid mass infection worldwide. Understanding
its transmission characteristics including heterogeneity is of vital importance for
prediction and intervention of future epidemics. In addition, transmission
heterogeneity usually envokes super spreading events (SSEs) where certain
individuals infect large numbers of secondary cases. Till now, studies of
transmission heterogeneity of COVID-19 and its underlying reason are far from
reaching an agreement.

Methods: We collected information of all infected cases between January 21 and
February 26, 2020 from official public sources in Tianjin, a metropolis of China. .
Utilizing a heterogeneous transmission model based on branching process along
with a negative binomial offspring distribution, we estimated the reproductive
number R and the dispersion parameter k which characterized the transmission
potential and heterogeneity, respectively. Furthermore, we studied the SSE in
Tianjin outbreak and evaluated the effect of control measures undertaken by
local government based on the heterogeneous model.

Results: A total of 135 confirmed cases (including 34 imported cases and 101
local infections) in Tianjin by February 26th 2020 entered the study. We grouped
them into 43 transmission chains with the largest chain of 45 cases and the
longest chain of 4 generations. The estimated reproduction number R was at
0.67 (95%CI: 0.54∼0.84), and the dispersion parameter k was at 0.25 (95% CI:
0.13∼0.88). A super spreader causing six infections in Tianjin, was identified. In
addition, our simulation results showed that the outbreak in Tianjin would have
caused 165 infections and sustained for 7.56 generations on average if no control
measures had been taken by local government since January 28th.

Conclusions: Our analysis suggested that the transmission of COVID-19 was
subcritical but with significant heterogeneity and may incur SSE. More efforts are
needed to verify the transmission heterogeneity of COVID-19 in other populations
and its contributing factors, which is important for developing targeted measures
to curb the pandemic.

Keywords: COVID-19; Super spreading; Transmission heterogeneity

Background1

In December 2019, many cases of viral pneumonia-like disease similar to severe acute2

respiratory syndrome (SARS) were detected in Wuhan, China. Later they were con-3
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firmed to be caused by a novel coronavirus, provisionally called 2019 novel coro-4

navirus (2019-nCoV). On January 30th 2020, World Health Organization (WHO)5

declared the 2019-nCoV outbreak as a global health emergency of international con-6

cern [1]. On February 11th 2020, WHO named the diseases CoronaVirus Disease7

2019 (COVID-19) and announced ”severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 28

(SARS-CoV-2)” as the name of the new virus. On March 11th 2020, WHO declared9

COVID-19 a pandemic. As of April 18th 2020, more than 2,160,207 cases were con-10

firmed globally and the National Health Commission (NHC) of China reported a11

total of 82,735 cases of COVID-19 in mainland China, including 77,062 recoveries12

and 4,632 deaths.13

The dynamics of an infectious disease outbreak depends on both the potential and14

the heterogeneity of disease transmission. The transmission potential of an infectious15

pathogen is usually represented by its reproduction number (denoted as R) which16

is the average number of secondary cases caused by a typical infectious individual.17

Estimates of R > 1 (i.e., supercritical outbreak), such as for the early outbreak18

of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) in China 200319

[2], indicate the great risk for an infection pathogen to generate a major outbreak;20

estimates of R < 1 (i.e., subcritical outbreak), such as for the Middle East res-21

piratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) in South Korea 2018 [3], imply that22

the outbreak is slowing down with declining trend of incidence. Though different in23

transmission potential, both SARS and MERS shared the same feature of high level24

of heterogeneity which involved the uneven transmission patterns with a number of25

super-spreading events (SSEs), where some individuals spread to a disproportion-26

ate number of individuals, as compared to most individuals who infected a few or27

none [2, 4]. SSEs of SARS and MERS were responsible for triggering the initial out-28

breaks in several large cities such as Beijing, Hongkong and Singapore, and hence29

sustaining the spread of disease worldwide. Besides, SSEs were also documented30
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in many other infectious disease [5]. Detection of transmission heterogeneity may31

direct prevention efforts and reduce future infections [6, 7, 8].32

The transmission potential of COVID-19 has been studied based on mathematical33

models, yielding consistent evidence for the high level of reproduction number R34

(1.95∼2.2) within a completely susceptible population [9, 10, 11]. However, evidence35

for the transmission heterogeneity of COVID-19 and the related SSEs was limited36

and conflicting. So far, two studies found no heterogeneity in Singapore [12] and37

in a southern city of China [13], but one study confirmed heterogeneity based on38

data from 46 countries [14]. In addition, several possible SSEs have been reported39

in China[15, 16] which involved large numbers of infections. Hence, it would be40

essential to further explore the transmission heterogeneity and SSE in COVID-1941

pandemic and its relevant factors42

In this study, we investigated the transmission characteristics of COVID-19 using43

the epidemiological data of all the confirmed cases in a metropolis in Northern44

China. We analysed the transmission chains and then estimated the reproduction45

number and the transmission heterogeneity using a branching model along with46

a negative binomial offspring distribution [17]. In addition, we identified the SSE47

according to the 99-percentile criterion in [2] and assessed the effect of control48

measures employed by local government.49

Method50

Data Collection51

Tianjin is a municipality and a coastal metropolis in Northern China, with a popu-52

lation of 15.66 million and an area of 11,966 square kilometers. Since the first case53

of COVID-19 in Tianjin was confirmed on January 21st, a total of 135 cases were54

confirmed by the time of data collection (February 26th, 2020) of the current study.55

From 6:00 on February 22 to 18:00 on February 26, the city had no new confirmed56

cases for 108 consecutive hours. The municipal government publicized the epidemi-57
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ological information of the cases every day. Diagnosis of COVID-19 were based on58

the protocol issued by China CDC [18].59

From the official websites of the Municipal Health Commissions [19], we retrieved60

data of the 135 confirmed COVID-19 cases in Tianjin, including demographic char-61

acteristics, epidemiological characteristics, i.e., travel history and contact history62

with confirmed/suspicious cases. According to these information, the infection rela-63

tionship within the scope of Tianjin can be specified. Each case was given a unique64

number according to its sequential order as reported.65

We adopted the definition in [17] to define a transmission chain as a group of66

cases connected by an unbroken series of local transmission events. We grouped all67

the confirmed cases in Tianjin into transmission chains and for each transmission68

chain, we identified the primary case, calculated the chain size (i.e., the total number69

cases including the primary case) and reconstructed the transmission history (i.e.,70

who infected whom). According to the extent of resolution of the reconstructed71

information, three types of transmission chains were further identified. The first72

type was the simple transmission chain in which the transmission history could73

be clearly recovered. The second type was the ordinary transmission chain for74

which the transmission history was not clear but the single primary case could be75

clearly identified and the chain size was also clear. The third type was the complex76

transmission chain for which the chain size was clear but the primary case could77

not be clearly identified. More than one individual in the chain exhibited similar78

behavior/clinical characteristics, so we have to regard them as the primary cases.79

As COVID-19 was first reported in Wuhan, a city in the middle of China, a80

primary case was defined if the individual had a history of travel to or residence in81

Wuhan within one month, had direct contact with an individual who had confirmed82

infection outside Tianjin, having fever outside Tianjin, or had the earliest onset of83

symptoms in the transmission chain.84
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Analytical approach85

Inference of Transmission Characteristics86

To quantify the transmission potential and heterogeneity for the COVID-19 out-87

break in Tianjin, we adopted a stochastic model based on branching process to88

characterize both the distribution of secondary cases (i.e., a negative binomial dis-89

tribution) and the resulting distribution of transmission chain sizes under the same90

parameterization of reproduction number R and dispersion parameter k (lower value91

indicating higher heterogeneity) for subcritical epidemic [17].92

We first fitted the stochastic model to the retrieved information of the sim-93

ple/ordinary transmission chains. Then, in handling a complex transmission chain94

with two primary cases, we regarded it could be separated into two ordinary trans-95

mission chains, each of which was led by a primary case. The difficulty lay in that96

the exact size of each ordinary chain was unclear. We dealt with this ambiguity in97

two ways: one was the combinatorial method in [17] by allowing for all the possi-98

ble combinations and treated the sum as an overall probability; the other was to99

adopt the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm by treating the sizes of two100

separated chains as latent variables. The EM algorithm also estimated the latent101

chain size, which was informative for dividing the complex transmission chain into102

constituent chains (Section B, Appendix 1).103

To identify the possible SSEs in Tianjin outbreak, we adopted the definition in104

[2] to define a super-spreader as any infected individual causing more infections105

than would occur in 99% of infectious histories in a homogeneous population. The106

transmission in a homogeneous situation was modelled with a Poisson distribution107

which is the special case of negative binomial distribution without heterogeneity.108

Assessment of Control Measures109

Based on the stochastic model accounting for transmission heterogeneity, we as-110

sessed the control measures imposed by the Tianjin government. We compared the111
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transmission characteristics (i.e., R and k) for the periods of before and after the112

control measures taking effect. Then based on the estimate of transmission char-113

acteristics before control, we simulated the expected distribution of outbreaks that114

might occur in Tianjin if no control measures were taken. Each simulated outbreak115

was initiated with 43 infectious individuals (as the number of transmission chains116

in Tianjin), and was propagated with the branching process model on the basis of117

inferred characteristics.118

Results119

Characteristics of COVID-19 Cases120

Among the 135 patients included in the study, 72 (53.3%) were males and 63 (46.7%)121

females, with an average (standard deviation) age of 47.8 (18.3) years and 50.1 (15.2)122

years, respectively. As shown by Fig.1 A, of the total 135 cases, 34 (25.2%) cases123

were imported cases. Among the 101 cases of local transmission, the majority (55,124

40.7%) were infected in household, and 35 (25.9%) cases were infected in public125

places including a shopping mall and working places, and 11 (8.1%) were unclear126

in the source of infection. When we examined the chronological development of the127

infection in Tianjin, we found that the imported cases and the household infec-128

tions dominated the confirmed cases of the early and the later stage of outbreak129

respectively. The transition happened around February 3rd.130

Reconstructed Transmission Chains131

The 135 cases were grouped into 43 transmission chains including 36 simple chains132

(47 cases, average size 1.3), 5 ordinary chains (78 cases, average size 15.6 ), and 2133

complex chains (10 cases, average size 5 ). (Table 1, Figure 2). Detail information134

of three type of transmission chains shown in Section A of additional file 1.135
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Figure 1: Case information in Tianjin (totally 135 cases, reported

from January 21st to February 26th). A: Proportion of cases infected

in different ways/places. B: Chronological development of the infection by

transmission ways/places

Table 1: Three types of COVID-19 transmission chains in Tianjin.

Chain Type Amount Total Number Average Range of

of Chains of Cases Chain Size Chain Size

Simple transmission chain 36 47 1.3 1 - 4

Ordinary transmission chain 5 78 15.6 3 - 45

Complex transmission chain 2 10 5 5 - 5

Estimation of R and k136

Both the combinational method and the EM algorithm gave lower value of k with137

the corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs) being lower than 1 (Table 2),138

suggesting significant evidence for the transmission heterogeneity in the outbreak139

at Tianjin. In addition, both combinatorial method and EM algorithm gave the same140

estimate of reproductive number R = 0.67 being lower than the critical value of 1,141

indicating the local transmission would finally die out. Note that these estimate142

of transmission potential was based on the data by February 26th, implying the143

average trend over the same period.144

When comparing the CIs from different methods, we observed that the EM algo-145

rithm generated slightly narrower CI for both parameters than the combinatorial146

method. In addition, the EM algorithm had advantage on the ability of providing147
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Figure 2: Reconstructed transmission chains (excepted for isolated

cases) of COVID-19 outbreak in Tianjin by February 26th, 2020.

The red circles represent the primary cases in each chain, the orange circles are

the family members or visitors, and the blue circles are the colleagues. The red

arrows and the blue arrows represent the transmissions within household and

in public places respectively. The dash lines represent latent epidemiological

links. The black/blue /orange frames represent the simple/ordinary/complex

transmission chains respectively.

more information on the split of complex transmission chain since it also produced a148

probabilistic insight of unknown partitions of the chain. Recall that the COVID-19149

data in Tianjin contains two complex transmission chains of size 5 for each. For150

these two complex chains, the EM algorithm tended to split it into one size-1 and151

one size-4 transmission chain (posterior probability = 95.5%), instead of two chains152

with size 2 and size 3 (posterior probability = 4.5%).153

Table 2: Estimation and CI of the reproduction number R and dispersion parameter

k based on the conbinational method and the EM algorithm

Combinatorial method (95% CI) EM (95% CI)

R 0.67 (0.44, 1.03) 0.67 (0.54, 0.84)

k 0.26 (0.10, 0.88) 0.25 (0.13, 0.88)

Furthermore, the estimates along with the 95% CI and confidence regions of com-154

binatorial method were plotted in Fig.3 A. The confidence region incorporated155

the uncertainty in both parameters simultaneously, thus it undoubtedly gave much156

wider range than the CI, especially for k. We also found (Fig.3 B) that the observed157
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chain size distribution was close to the expected distribution based on the estimated158

characteristics (i.e., R̂ = 0.67 and k̂ = 0.26). Particularly, the probability of a chain159

with size over 5 was less than 10%, and the probability of a single infected case160

resulting in a chain of size 45 (the largest size of transmission chain in Tianjin) was161

about 0.8%. It indicated that the outbreak of a comparatively large chain was not162

likely to happen in Tianjin.163

Figure 3: Analysis of COVID-19 outbreak in Tianjin using the com-

binatorial method. A: The circle, cross hair, and curve represent the estim-

ates, 95% confidence intervals and confidence region of parameters R and k,

respectively. B: Circles denote the probability of a transmission chain with size

from 1 to > 5 based on the estimates of R and k; Triangle denotes the frequency

of a transmission chain with corresponding size in Tianjin COVID-19 data.

Super Spreading Event in Tianjin164

We found notable transmission heterogeneity (k = 0.25) in the local spreading of165

COVID-19 in Tianjin, suggesting that there was likely to be SSEs [5]. As SSEs166

happened more likely at the early stage of the outbreak to trigger out the local167

spreading in the epidemic of SARS and MERS, we therefore had a reason to suspect168

the existence of SSEs at the early stage of outbreak in Tianjin.169

Adopting the criterion in [2] to define SSE, we calculated the cut-off as the 99th170

percentile of the Poisson distribution with mean value of 2.2 (i.e., the reproduction171

number at the early), which was 6, suggesting that an infected individuals who172
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infected 6 or more secondary cases could be regarded as a super spreader of the173

COVID-19 outbreak in Tianjin. According to this criterion, the second case con-174

firmed in Tianjin was a super spreader. This primary case infected six colleagues175

within close contact before being confirmed on January 21st, 2020 (Fig.2). These176

six colleagues, as secondary cases in this transmission chain, successively infected177

other colleagues or their relatives.178

Effect of Government Control Measures179

Tianjin municipal government deployed a series of policies to control the spread of180

COVID-19 from January 28th, 2020, including strong traffic restriction and quaran-181

tining individuals who had suspect contacts with confirmed cases[20]. By allowing182

for the median incubation period of 5.1 days [21], we assumed that the control183

measures had been taking effect since February 1st, 2020.184

When we compared the transmission characteristics before and after the interven-185

tion taking effect (Table 3), we found that the reproduction number R decreased186

from 0.74 to 0.53, while k increased from 0.14 to 0.77, suggesting the decrease in187

both transmission potential and heterogeneity after taking control measures. How-188

ever, the overlapping CIs were likely to be caused by the small sample size.189

Compared with the observation of 135 confirmed cases in total and the longest190

transmission chain with 4 generations (Fig.2), the simulation study showed that the191

local outbreak in Tianjin would have sustained for 7.56 generations and would have192

led to 165 infections on average if there were no control policies (Fig.4).193

Table 3: Estimation of the reproductive number R and the dispersion parameter k

for different periods

Before February 1st (95% CI) After February 1st (95% CI)

R 0.74 (0.39, 1.61) 0.53 (0.29, 0.96)

k 0.14 (0.04, 0.63) 0.77 (0.14, 31.47)
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Figure 4: Simulated outbreak size and duration by assuming no con-

trol measures. Each simulation was started with 43 infections, and based on

reproductive number R = 0.74 and dispersion parameter k = 0.14 which were

estimated from the data collected by February 1st, 2020. The density and mean

of duration and outbreak size were estimated based on 5000 Monte-Carlo simu-

lations.

Discussion194

Based on individual-level information of COVID-19 infection cases in the city of195

Tianjin, we discovered significant transmission heterogeneity (k = 0.25, 95%CI:196

0.13∼0.88) and subcritical transmission potential (R = 0.67, 95%CI: 0.54∼0.84)197

and identified one super-spreader who infected 6 individuals, suggesting that the198

local outbreak in Tianjin was considerably heterogeneous even though it would199

finally die out. In addition, our numerical results successfully verify the effectiveness200

of government control deployed on January 28th in Tianjin.201

Our finding of significant transmission heterogeneity of COVID-19 outbreak in202

Tianjin was inconsistent with the previous studies conducted in ShenZhen, China203
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(k = 0.58, 95%CI: 0.35∼1.18) [13] and in Singapore (k = 0.4, 95%CI: 0.1∼Inf)204

[12]. The absence of heterogeneity in these two studies could have been due to the205

failure of tracking some epidemiological links among cases. In addition, our result206

was consistent with another study conducted among 46 countries (k = 0.1, 95%CI:207

0.05∼0.2) [14]. However, it should be noted that the large scale spreading of COVID-208

19 is likely to be heterogeneous because of many extrinsic factors, such as weather209

[22] and different control measures, may affect the transmission of pathogen, while210

our confirmation of transmission heterogeneity of COVID-19 in a local outbreak211

justified that some intrinsic properties of the pathogen might also lead to heteroge-212

neous transmission. Our finding is more meaningful for the development of targeted213

control measures.214

Besides the super spreader in Tianjin as discussed in the results, some other215

SSEs were also identified based on our criterion in other cities of China, such as in216

Ningbo, Zhejiang [23], in Harbin, Heilongjiang [24], and in Hongkong [25]. With the217

tendency of pandemic of COVID-19, all the governments should strengthen controls218

to prevent SSEs.219

Previous studies identified multiple underlying reasons for the emergence of SSEs220

and high transmission heterogeneity [5]. For example, SSEs of MERS-CoV and221

SARS-CoV were largely driven by the environmental and clinical factors, such as222

hospital transfer, substantial delay of diagnosis and fundamentally crowding of pop-223

ulation [4, 5]. The transmission heterogeneity and the identified SSE of COVID-19 in224

Tianjin, however, exhibited different features. The SSE happened in a working place,225

and there was no obvious delay of diagnosing the super-spreader (3 days from onset226

of symptom to diagnosis). In addition, the longest transmission chain (as shown in227

Fig.2) occured after the initiation of Level one response of public health emergency228

by the Tianjin government. The public were then advised to avoid mass gathering229

and to stay at home. Obviously, the aforementioned reasons for the transmission230
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heterogeneity in MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV did not hold in the COVID-19 out-231

break. Therefore, we suspected the transmission heterogeneity of COVID-19 were232

driven by some other epidemiological characteristics, such as asymptomatic trans-233

mission and contagiousness during incubation period, i.e., transmission can occur234

before symptom onset. The onset of viral shedding prior to the onset of symptoms,235

or in cases that remain asymptomatic, is a classic factor that makes infectious dis-236

ease outbreaks difficult to control [26]. A recent reported transmission chain of large237

size in Harbin, China were triggered by asymptomatic infections [27], which justi-238

fied our speculation and highlighted the need for efficient measures such as rapid239

testing suspected cases to reduce the transmission from subclinical cases.240

Additionally, our estimate of transmission potential (R < 1) suggested that the241

spreading of COVID-19 would not cause large infection in Tianjin. This estimate242

was the average trend over the period of data collection (from January 21st to243

February 26th), and was considerable lower than that of other studies, especially244

at the early stage of COVID-19 outbreak [11]. The differences in the reproductive245

number reported from different studies are largely due to differences methods, dif-246

ferences in data sources and time periods used to estimate the reproductive number.247

In addition, as indicated with our evaluation based on simulation, the value of R < 1248

indicated that the control measures imposed in succession by the local government249

had been considerable reduce the transmissibility of virus.250

Regarding the effect of control measure undertaking by the local government,251

there were changes in point estimates of R and k of before and after government252

control, but the difference was not statistically significant with overlapping confi-253

dence intervals. Even though, by considering the resulted decrease of 19% infection254

(from 165 cases to 135 cases) within 25 days, these control measures still had some255

practical implication. And the non-significant changes in parameter estimates might256

be due to the short period of observation.257
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Although the spread of COVID-19 is currently under control in China, it is still258

facing the risk and challenge brought by the resumption of work and imported cases259

from other countries. The verification of transmission heterogeneity and SSE in260

Tianjin outbreak of COVID-19 and the analysis of the underlying reasons remind261

the government to pay much attention to asymptomatic transmission and other262

factors that may lead to the transmission heterogeneity and SSEs. Furthermore,263

more efforts are also needed to explore the emergence of SSE and its contributing264

factors.265

It is also worth mentioning the limitation of our study. Totally 34 imported cases266

were reported in Tianjin during the period of our study, but we identified 43 trans-267

mission chains, which meant some epidemiology links among cases were missing.268

The estimate of heterogeneity might be driven up if the confirmed cases were con-269

densed into fewer transmission chains. Meanwhile, we only analyzed COVID-19270

data from Tianjin (135 confirmed cases), a relatively small sample size compared271

with the total number in China (exceeds 80,000 confirmed cases), and our case data272

might be subject to bias or under-reporting, which could not destroy our conclusion273

of significant heterogeneity [28].274

In conclusion, we proved that the transmission of COVID-19 is heterogeneous275

and identified the existence of one SSE in Tianjin. We also showed that the control276

measures undertaken by the local government in effect alleviated the outbreak in277

terms of infection size and duration. As a pandemic which is still spreading world-278

wide at a startling speed, the transmission characteristics of COVID-19 needs more279

exploration and investigation in a large scale.280
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Additional Files360

Additional file 1361

The additional file 1 is organized as follows. Section A describes detail information of three type of transmission362

chain. Section B presents the EM algorithm for the estimation of parameters R and k. Section C gives technical363

details for the construction of bootstrap confidence interval (CI) of the estimates from EM algorithm364

Additional file 2 — Data365

The data information includes chain size, chain type, the Number of primary case, ID, onset of symptoms of primary366

case, confirmed date of primary case.367
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